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Abstract 

Human body fluids and biological materials that were collected before the COVID-19 pandemic 

may serve as archives for detecting early COVID-19 infections before the recent outbreaks. In most 

countries, these have been routinely donated, collected, and stored on a continuous basis, creating 

biorepositories or “biobanks” of human biological materials for clinical uses or research purposes. 

These materials are immensely useful for look-back investigations on tracing the early infections, 

propagation, and possible origins of novel infectious agents. Various studies identified antibodies of 

coronaviruses in pre-epidemic blood samples, suggesting their circulation in humans or animals long 

before their eventual outbreaks. Although no such study has been reported for COVID-19, evidence 

was found in a recent survey where 2% of serum samples (n = 300) in archived blood donations 

collected before the first known case of COVID-19 in northern Italy were found to be seropositive. 

SARS-CoV-2 and its antibodies have been found in various types of body fluids and bodily materials 

of COVID-19 patients, including blood, sperm, umbilical cord blood, lung, heart, kidney and so on, 

making these archived biological samples as candidates for detecting early COVID-19 infections. 

This strategy was successfully used in an early look-back investigation on tracing the origin and 

transmission of a previously unrecognized rabies infection in the United States. Unlike sewage-based 

epidemiology which provides information on the geographical aspect, viruses identified in archived 

human biological materials provide direct links to host individuals, from whom a wealth of personal 

information including their profession, hobbies and activities, travel history, and earlier exposure to 

wildlife can be retrieved. By analyzing patterns and links in the behavior of those early infected 

individuals, it is possible to find the origin of the virus, for instance, in certain wild animals or local 

natural environments.  
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1.  The quest of tracing early COVID-19 infections 

Since the first case reported in Wuhan, China, the origin and earliest outbreak of the coronavirus 

disease (COVID-19) has been a subject of ongoing investigation and political debate (Cohen, 2020; 

Lu et al., 2020). Early infections offer the most valuable clues on the possible origin of COVID-19. 

Revolving the earliest cases in China, it was previously believed that the first case of COVID-19 was 

a man in Wuhan, the capital of Hubei province in China, on 1 December 2019 (Huang et al., 2020). 

On 24 January 2020, the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention published a study, 

confirming that a cluster of patients with ‘pneumonia of an unknown cause’ had been identified in 

Wuhan on 31 December 2019 (Zhu et al., 2020). On 13 March 2020, South China Morning Post 

reported that there had been nine suspected cases of COVID-19 in November 2019, with the earliest 

one tracing back to 17 November 2019 (Ma, 2020). 

Studies showed that archived samples of municipal sewage can be a useful proxy for detecting 

early COVID-19 outbreaks, given that SARS-CoV-2 is often shed in patients’ stools and urine at 

infectious loads (Jeong et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2020; Wölfel et al., 2020; Xiao et al., 2020). A recent 

study in Spain detected SARS-CoV-2 in archived sewage samples collected in Barcelona in March 

2019 (Chavarria-Miró et al., 2020), putting the question on the onset of COVID-19 again under the 

spotlight. In southern Brazil, Fongaro et al. (2020) detected the novel coronavirus in sewage samples 

collected on 27 November 2019. Meanwhile, researchers found traces of SARS-CoV-2 in municipal 

wastewater sampled in Milan and Turin on 18 December 2019 (La Rosa et al., 2021), suggesting that 

COVID-19 had been circulating in northern Italy even before the first clustered infections identified 

in Wuhan. These findings contribute to a growing body of evidence suggesting that SARS-CoV-2, 
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the causation agent of the COVID-19 pandemic, had been circulating in communities without being 

noticed, possibly well in advance of the early cases reported in Wuhan. 

 

2.  Challenges of using archived sewage for backtracking COVID-19 

Sewage-based epidemiology has been advocated as a surveillance tool for monitoring illicit 

drugs (McCall et al., 2016), antimicrobial resistant genes (Munir et al., 2011) and recently, COVID-

19 infections in communities (Lodder and de Roda Husman, 2020; O’Reilly et al., 2020). In the U.S., 

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the Department of Health and Human 

Services recently initiated the National Wastewater Surveillance System as an augmented tool to 

measure the extent of COVID-19 infections nationwide (CDC, 2020a). There are, however, several 

inherent drawbacks and limitations when adopting this approach for tracing early COVID-19 

infections. The first and foremost obstacle is that, in most places, there is a complete lack of archived 

sewage samples available. Prior to recent advocates by the scientific community due to COVID-19, 

sewage archiving was not conducted as a regular practice, nor was it required by local municipalities 

or regulatory bodies. There were only about 20 countries which conducted regular sewage archiving, 

mostly for detecting illicit drug use (Feng et al., 2018). Most countries have not set up protocols or 

the infrastructure to store sewage samples for epidemiology studies, nor is there an existing global 

network for sewage archiving. Known as the largest repository of wastewater process flow samples, 

the Human Health Observatory at Arizona State University collects municipal wastewater and sludge 

samples from over 220 cities and stored them at −20 °C for further analysis. However, the initiative 

relies on voluntary submission of samples, with about 3/4 of the sampling sites (73%) located within 
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the U.S. and the rest in seven countries, namely, Australia, Brazil, China, France, Ireland, Italy, and 

Kenya (ASU, 2020). 

The detection limit of SARS-CoV-2 in municipal sewage is reported to be within 100 infections 

per million population (Kumar et al., 2020). Scattered cases of early infections, should they fail to 

propagate, can be difficult to detect in samples collected at centralized wastewater treatment plants 

serving large and populated urban catchments. Using data reported in recent studies, Hart and Halden 

(2020) established a model which, by assuming the absence of rainwater, commercial, and industrial 

flows in sewer systems, predicted that SARS-CoV-2 could be detected in municipal sewage with at 

least one person infected in a population of 14,000 to 33,000, at median rates of wastewater 

generation and virus excretion. It should be noted that such estimates are likely to be optimistic, 

given that countries are far from completing the work of combined sewer separation in urban 

communities (Han and He, 2020). Other environmental and human factors can have further impact 

on virus detection using this approach. For instance, temperature and in-sewer travel time are known 

to severely impact viral detectability in municipal sewage (Hart and Halden, 2020). Also, some 

catchments have dynamic population sizes which create additional uncertainties in estimating the 

magnitude of infections, especially in smaller communities with large numbers of non-residents (e.g., 

tourist and college towns). There are also technical challenges when applying this method in practice 

(Belfast, 2020; Sims and Kasprzyk-Hordern, 2020). One of the key challenges is the abundant and 

diverse range of compounds and microorganisms in municipal wastewater, which presents a rather 

complex matrix for isolation and analysis of a specific virus strain (Caicedo et al., 2019). 
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3.  Using stored human body fluids and biological materials for retrospective investigations 

Blood plasma samples from COVID-19 patients were widely tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 

antibodies in serological testing (Perera et al., 2020). Similarly, blood donations from pre-

symptomatic and asymptomatic individuals were found to contain SARS-CoV-2 RNA in nucleic acid 

testing (Chang et al., 2020). Other human biological materials, including body fluids and excretions 

(saliva, nasal discharge, sputum, sperm, umbilical cord blood), tissues (retinal, skeletal muscle, 

saphenous vein, rectal), and organs (lung, brain, kidney, heart, liver, pancreas, intestine) also showed 

positive results in viral tests for COVID-19 (Casagrande et al., 2020; Sekulic et al., 2020; Vivanti et 

al., 2020; Wichmann et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2020). Sekulic et al. (2020) suggested using tissues 

from upper and lower human airways, immune organs (e.g., lymph nodes, spleen), and to a lesser 

degree the intestine, heart, and liver for viral testing of COVID-19 in an autopsy. In an interim 

guidance issued on 4 June 2020, the CDC recommends postmortem examinations to be performed on 

patients who died of suspected COVID-19, while any postmortem (upper and lower respiratory tract 

swab) or remaining specimens (e.g., nasopharyngeal swab, sputum, serum, stool) that may have been 

collected prior to death should be retained (CDC, 2020b). Postmortem examinations can provide 

reliable diagnosis of early patients who died of suspected COVID-19 infections, which may offer 

renewed insights into the early circulation of the virus in the community. For instance, the first 

COVID-19 death in the United States was believed to have occurred in Washington state on 29 

February 2020 (CDC, 2020c). A few weeks later, the CDC confirmed that tissue samples from two 

individuals who died on 6 February and 17 February 2020 at their homes in Santa Clara County had 

tested positive for COVID-19 (Santa Clara County, 2020a). Confirmed by postmortem examinations, 

these cases indicated that while the first community infection of COVID-19 was not identified in the 
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Santa Clara County until 28 February 2020 (Santa Clara County, 2020b), local transmission of the 

virus had started in this area at least three weeks earlier than previously believed. 

The CDC recently launched a large-scale seroprevalence survey to test de-identified clinical 

blood specimens from ten areas and blood donations collected between June 2020 to November 2021 

from 25 metropolitan areas for SARS-CoV-2 antibodies (CDC, 2020d). While the survey itself 

focuses on gaining more accurate estimates on COVID-19 infections in the U.S. and the changes 

over time, it provides a proof-of-concept for adopting a similar strategy for tracing early COVID-19 

infections using archived pre-pandemic blood samples stored in repositories (“blood banks”) as well 

as those clinical specimens collected at healthcare or research facilities. In fact, researchers have long 

exploited archived blood samples, with some collected years before the outbreak, to trace early 

human exposure to a novel pathogen (Anderson et al., 2012; Bone et al., 2012). Retrospective 

investigations on three coronavirus outbreaks in the past 20 years showed that, in all of those events, 

the viruses had circulated in animals and humans earlier than people realized. Zheng et al. (2004) 

identified antibodies of SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-like, or both types in 17 of the serum samples 

collected from 938 healthy adults in Hong Kong in May 2001. In those serum samples, the study 

identified a high ratio of antibodies to the SARS-CoV-like virus, isolated from Himalayan palm 

civets and racoon dogs in a live animal market in Guangdong, China, versus a relatively low ratio of 

antibodies to SARS-CoV, suggesting that a small portion of adults in Hong Kong had acquired the 

SARS-CoV-like virus with ineffective propagation at least two years before the SARS outbreak. 

Using a similar approach, Müller et al. (2014) tested 189 serum samples of dromedary camels 

originating from Egypt, Sudan, and Somalia, all collected between 1983–1997. MERS-CoV 

antibodies were found in 81.0% of the archived serum samples, showing unequivocal evidence on 
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the long-term and widespread circulation of MERS-CoV or MERS-CoV-like viruses in dromedary 

camels. The most recent case was reported in northern Italy where researchers examined the 

seroprevalence of SARS-CoV-2 in stored serum samples from 300 blood donations in ten 

municipalities between 27 January and 20 February 2020, of which five samples (1.7%) showed 

positive SARS-CoV-2 antibodies (Percivalle et al., 2020). The results indicated a prior unnoticed 

circulation of the novel coronavirus among the local population at least one week before the first 

known case of COVID-19 infection in the Lodi province. 

 

4.  Benefits of this approach 

Many human body fluids and biological materials have important clinical and research uses. 

They have been routinely donated, collected, and stored in large biorepositories or “biobanks”, along 

with donors’ personal information (GODT, 2020; WHO, 2020a; WMDA, 2020). Given the long and 

continuous archiving timeline, these provide a vast archive of human biological materials for tracing 

early infections by the novel coronavirus and the early propagation prior to the eventual outbreaks. 

Using modern analytical methods and instrumentation, SARS-CoV-2, including its genetic materials, 

antibodies, and antigens can be detected in an array of human biological matrices with high detection 

sensitivity and target specificity (Loeffelholz and Tang, 2020; Perera et al., 2020). The wide 

availability of samples, long archiving timeline, and high detection sensitivity have led us to the 

proposition of using various biorepositories (“biobanks”) storing human body fluids and bodily 

materials, as archives for conducting retrospective investigations on COVID-19. Specifically, we 

propose using the detection of 1) SARS-CoV-2 antibodies in archived human blood samples and 2) 
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SARS-CoV-2 RNA in other human body fluids and bodily materials collected prior to the pandemic, 

as a viable approach for identifying early infections and possibly the origin of COVID-19. 

This approach offers several important advantages over sewage-based epidemiology. First of all, 

human body fluids and materials constitute an essential part of clinical supplies for blood perfusion, 

surgeries, implants, fertilization, and so on, which are routinely collected and stored in countries 

around the world, including in developing countries. The WHO Global Database on Blood Safety 

reported that, in 2018, over 126 million blood donations were received from voluntary unpaid donors 

in 108 countries, and donation rates ranged from 5.0 to 31.5 per thousand people worldwide (WHO, 

2020a). In the United States, the country with the largest number of blood donors, a total of 17.2 

million transfusing blood units were donated by over 13.2 million donors in 2015 (CDC, 2020e). 

Human body materials are collected and maintained in a similar manner, albeit in smaller quantities. 

According to the Global Observatory on Donation and Transplantation, there were 38,594 deceased 

donors and 146,840 organ transplants around the globe in 2018 (GODT, 2020). In the U.S. alone, 

there were 10,722 deceased donors and 37,386 organ transplants in 2018, followed by China which 

registered 6,302 deceased donors and 20,201 organ transplants in that year. Statistics from the World 

Marrow Donor Association showed that, as of 3 October 2020, there were 37,237,977 cord blood 

donors and 794,055 cord blood units in public cord blood banks located in 55 countries (WMDA, 

2020). In addition to voluntary unpaid donations, paid donations have been collected as additional 

resources for clinical uses and research purposes (Katz et al., 2010). Such an enormous amount of 

human biological materials provides a vast and readily available biological archive for conducting 

retrospective investigations on the emergence and early prorogation of the novel coronavirus. 
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Given that archived human blood samples or bodily materials are stored in sterile environments 

under cryogenic conditions, they usually have long storage lives which allow the detection of the 

novel coronavirus or its early variants long before the first known outbreak. Many countries have 

mandates in place requiring years of storage for archived human biological samples along with the 

information of donors and receptors for look-back investigations in the event of an adverse reaction. 

Archiving periods of blood donations usually range from one to five years (e.g., Australia, France, 

the Netherlands) but can be as long as 30 years (e.g., Japan, the UK) or even indefinite in some 

countries (e.g., Scotland, Ireland) (Bone et al., 2012; Franklin et al., 2007). Organ procurement 

organizations recommended that blood donations from deceased donors should be kept at −70°C or 

lower for at least 10 years (Seem et al., 2013), whereas the UK Guidelines for the Blood Transfusion 

Services specified that blood samples from tissue donors should be kept for a minimum of 11 years 

after the expiry date of the tissue with the longest storage life (JPAC, 2013). The NetCord-FACT 

International Standards for Cord Blood Collection, Banking, and Release for Administration required 

at least one sample to be retained from each cord blood unit, which should be stored indefinitely at 

−150°C or a lower temperature (FACT, 2019). Non-interrupted cryogenic storage of archived human 

biological samples enables excellent preservation of viruses and their genetic materials. In a 

retrospective study, Franklin et al. (2007) showed that HCV, HIV RNA, HBV genetic materials and 

antibodies in human blood samples could survive storage for at least 15 years at −20°C. An earlier 

study by Sanlidag et al. (2005) demonstrated that quantities of HBV DNA in human serum samples 

were stable after being subjected to ten freeze-thaw cycles involving overnight storage at −20°C and 

thawing in a 30°C water bath for 30 min. 

Lastly and perhaps most importantly, archived human biological samples contain the IDs of 
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donors, from which links can be established between infections and donors’ personal information. 

Unlike sewage-based epidemiology which only provides information on the geographical aspect, 

viruses identified in human biological fluids or bodily materials give direct links to host individuals, 

from whom a wealth of information including their profession, hobbies and activities, travel history, 

and prior exposure to wild animals could be retrieved. By analyzing the patterns and links in the 

behavior of early infected individuals, it is possible to trace the origin of the virus, for instance, in 

certain wild animals or local natural environments. It is also feasible to isolate early virus strains 

from archived human biological samples. Full genome sequencing can be performed on SARS-CoV-

2 strains isolated from frozen or formalin-fixed-paraffin-embedded tissues for phylogenetic analysis, 

which may help identify the closest coronavirus strains in wild species (Chan et al., 2020; Forster et 

al., 2020; Maitra et al., 2020; Sekulic et al., 2020). These benefits have been demonstrated in a real-

life event where researchers inadvertently used this approach in tracing the transmission of rabies, a 

zoonotic virus, in an early infected individual that was previously unidentified (Wallace et al., 2014). 

An organ recipient who had not been exposed to infected animals was confirmed of rabies infection 

in February 2013, after receiving a kidney transplant 18 months earlier. Researchers explored the 

possibility of transplant-acquired infection by testing tissues of the organ donor stored since 2011. 

Rabies antigen was found in the archived brain tissues of the donor, and genetic sequence of the 

virus was found to be identical to the strain isolated from the recipient, confirming kidney 

transplantation as the route of transmission. The genetic sequence was closely associated with a 

raccoon variant circulating in North Carolina, USA, which was the state of residence by the donor. 

Exposure history of the donor was later obtained from his family and friends, confirming that the 

individual was an avid hunter and trapper with extensive exposures to wildlife, who was bitten by 
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raccoons twice in February 2010 and January 2011, without seeking medical attention. A conclusion 

was drawn from the investigation that transmission of the zoonotic virus most probably occurred 

when the donor was bitten by an infected raccoon in his home state. 

 

5.  A proposed roadmap 

The enormous amount of archived human biological materials makes it a daunting task for 

researchers to conduct sample testing on any significant portion of the existing collection. With this 

in mind, sample screening and prioritization is essential for this approach to be adopted. As a first 

step, countries and regions reporting early cases of COVID-19 infections (e.g., Wuhan, Barcelona, 

California) should be given priority for conducting look-back investigations. Also, given that people 

infected with COVID-19 often develop flu-like symptoms or respiratory illness (e.g., persistent 

fever, coughing, difficulty in breathing) (Singhal, 2020), priority could also be given to communities 

where flu infections or mortality rates from respiratory diseases increased abnormally prior to the 

COVID-19 outbreak, regardless of earlier diagnoses on these individuals. All samples should be 

tested in a reverse chronological order, starting with the date of the first confirmed local case then 

working backwards to earlier samples. 

Where a significant number of positive samples are identified in archived human biological 

materials originated from a particular area within a certain period of time, scientists can then use 

these as unequivocal clues to identify signs of COVID-19 infection in the wider population in the 

target area by, for instance, reviewing the medical records of patients admitted to local hospitals and 

clinics in that particular area within a defined set of dates. In many places, records such as transcripts 
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of verbal communications revolving patients’ symptoms, medical diagnoses, and lab testing results 

of the patients’ biological samples are routinely archived and stored, for possible follow-up visits or 

conducting medical reviews. These are readily accessible by medical professionals and patients, and 

consents can be obtained by public health authorities for research purposes. Given the general small 

percentages of donors in the entire population, medical records may be exploited as a supplementary 

source of information, preferably in conjunction with analyses of donors’ biological materials, to 

identify early infections of COVID-19 in the wider population in the target geographical region. 

Our proposed strategy may help identify the places where the novel coronavirus first appeared or 

during its early stage of propagation, possibly well before the first reported outbreak, by narrowing 

down the communities, timeframes, and identifying the early infected individuals and the genome 

sequence of early virus strains circulating in these communities. Ultimately, such information will 

help pin-point the source of SARS-CoV-2 and the initial transmission route to humans, which will 

also be valuable for preventing the spread of zoonotic pathogens in the future. Since it has been over 

ten months since the onset of COVID-19, we call for urgent actions on preserving human body fluids 

and biological materials collected pre-pandemic, including those submitted to various biorepositories 

and others inadvertently kept in intermittent storage facilities, as useful archives for future look-back 

investigations on COVID-19. This is particularly relevant for countries requiring relatively short 

periods of storage (e.g., one year) for archived human biological materials. Meanwhile, hospitals, 

clinics, and laboratories should preserve their clinical samples with intact records of patients’ 

information for epidemiology studies on COVID-19. It is important for developing countries to have 

access to the necessary facilities and infrastructures for storing their archived human biological 

materials collected both before and through the current pandemic. Lastly, we wish to point out that 
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given the month-to-year long stability of coronaviruses in both refrigerated and frozen states 

(Aboubakr et al., 2020; WHO, 2020b), it may be necessary to sample blood donations and human 

biological materials collected shortly before and during the current pandemic and test them for 

COVID-19 before clinical use, to rule out possible donor-to-receptor transmission of the virus. 
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